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Life is strange before the storm choices percentage

Comments to share this article about life are strange: before the storm, for information about life is strange, see here. The All Seeing Eye symbol appears at the top of the screen after some options have been identified. Immediately afterwards, though, it's not all actions, such as the conversation option, will have consequences, as often many options play together to produce certain results. There is also a
Intimacy_counter variable for Chloe and Rachel's relationship, which counts the decisions of the players made[1] and the CONVINCESERA variable for persuading Sera to meet Rachel in the finale which counts the conversation options selected by the player in a conversation with Sera at the mill. Episode 3, when Chloe sees a picture of a bouncer in James Amber's office, she comments that he let her
into the mill, and he's cool, watching Episode 1 when it comes to the end of rachel's episode, talking about how Chloe sneaked into the club. Episode 3, when Chloe sees a picture of a bouncer in James Amber's office, she comments that he won't let her into the mill, and he's an idiot, the money option of a T-shirt seller: stealing money in Part 1, Chloe will have the option of buying weed from Frank, who
also pays off her debts. Chloe will have the option of putting money in Joyce's pocket. Part 2 If Chloe didn't buy frank's drugs, She didn't slip the money into Joyce's pocket, and she complied with David's request to clear her purse. If Chloe didn't buy frank's medicine, However, if Chloe gave Joyce money, he would understand. If Chloe doesn't put the money in Joyce's pocket, Part 3 If Chloe still has money,
When Chloe sees a picture of a T-shirt seller in James Amber's office, she comments that she knows he's a criminal from the moment she stole from him. Chloe couldn't buy frank's drugs. Chloe can't put money in Joyce's pocket. Episode 2, Chloe can't repay Frank's debt. Episode 3 Chloe can't donate. The fire department at the hospital, unless she still has Drew's money. If Chloe talks to a T-shirt seller
when she sees a photo of him in James Amber's office, she will comment that she knows he is a criminal from the moment she sees him. If Chloe hadn't talked to the t-shirt seller, Frank's Weed Minor option: Buy (only available when Chloe steals t-shirt seller's money) Episode 1 Chloe will smoke joints in her bedroom when she wakes up. Chloe will take the rest of the weed with her after she changes
clothes, Joyce comments on how Chloe smells like blood in the kitchen. Chloe was worried when the Welsh headteacher walked past as she bled in her back pocket at the Blackwell campus. Welsh headteacher can smell Chloe If Justin sprays her with deodorant, Wells will comment that Chloe doesn't smell like a deodorant on stage. But i suspect she's hiding her scent. If Justin doesn't spray her with
deodorant, Wells will comment on how Chloe smells like deodorant on stage. Episode 2, if Chloe sits on stage and Justin sprays her with deodorant, Wells will talk about her meaning in possible drug-related activities during the meeting. If Chloe sits on stage and Justin doesn't spray her with deodorant, Wells will speak about her meaning at drug-related activities during the meeting. If Chloe complies with
David's request to put her belongings in the trunk of the car, she'll be able to use it. Chloe can be seen in Frank's journal detailing the debt he has for Chloe to be crossed out. Chloe will be glad she doesn't owe Frank anymore. If Chloe admits to washing her bag in Episode 2, David will talk about weed not buying Episode 1 Chloe, who will smoke regular cigarettes in her bedroom when she wakes up. If
Chloe stole the t-shirt seller's money, Episode 2, if Chloe complies with David's request to put her belongings in the trunk of the car, She will prove she didn't take any drugs with her and Joyce will apologise. Meanwhile, at Frank's RV, if Chloe steals money from a T-shirt seller, Frank will tell her that he sees her doing it and wants the money to be paid. If Chloe doesn't put the money in Joyce's pocket, If
Chloe admits to washing her bag in Episode 2, David will apologise for asking her to do so, saying it is not acceptable. Conflict with Skeevy Guys key options: Attack Episode 1 Chloe kneels the first Skeevy Guy in the groin or hit him in the face with a beer bottle if she grabs the previous one. Chloe was punched at chloe's house to comment on her black eyes. At home, Joyce would comment on Chloe's
black eyes worrying about what was going on. Chloe claims she walked into the door, and David's house would comment on Chloe's black eyes, saying she had to take more responsibility for Joyce's benefit. Eliot would comment on Chloe's black eyes, asking if he wanted to take her to a nurse, and blackwell skip campus would comment on Chloe's black eyes at the Blackwell campus. Justin commented
on Chloe's black eyes, saying she looked sick at the Blackwell campus. Ms Grant will comment on Chloe's black eyes at The Blackwell Campus, Principal Wells will comment on Chloe's black eyes, urge her to go on campus and insist that Blackwell is a safe place to talk about her problems. Episode 3, Eliot talks about the incident while at Amber's house. Running Episode 1 Skeevy Guy was hit with a
bottle thrown by Rachel. A little self-help book option: Read Episode 1, if Chloe plays a table game with Steph and Mikey and takes encouragement in Elamon, she will say one of the lines from the book. Part 3 Chloe finds Joyce hiding a picture in another drawer. Not putting the picture in the episode 1 costume in Chloe's first dream, she will find a condom in Joyce's pocket if she sees them in a drawer
earlier. If Chloe doesn't find a condom, part 3, the picture will still be hidden in the same drawer. Talking to Joyce, an important option: Referring to Episode 1, Joyce wonders when she loses Chloe and upsets her, Joyce texts Chloe that she doesn't like that she and Chloe leave it and will talk later. At the junk yard, Joyce sends a message to Chloe that there's a crazy thing to pay for skipping school when
she gets home. Chloe and Joyce will tell you that I love you, Joyce will text Chloe that she's glad she says she's doing her best and tells her she loves her. During a meeting at the principal's office, Joyce gave Joyce a small option: put the money in Joyce's pocket (only if Chloe stole the t-shirt seller's money and didn't buy weed from Frank). Chloe understands. If Chloe tells Frank that she slipped Joyce for
money, Episode 3, Chloe finds that Joyce didn't pawn her engagement ring. If Chloe stole money from a T-shirt seller and didn't buy the drug from Frank, she would have the option to pay off her debts. Episode 3, Chloe finds Joyce pawning her engagement ring. Eliot's little choice: Accepting Episode 2, Eliot asks Chloe to hang out after the drama, Chloe has the option to leave an invitation, Eliot sends a
message to Chloe while she's in the backdrop, tempest ready to play Ariel, asks her where she is and tells her where the show is going to start. Episode 3, when Chloe meets Eliot at the hospital, When Eliot confronts Chloe at James' office, Amber blames Rachel for causing Chloe to take part in the drama, she will harass him by saying she regrets leaving him. Rejecting Episode 2, Eliot will invite Chloe
again, which she will have the option to say, maybe or reject. Nathan was bullied by the Drew Major choice/Backtalk Challenge: Protect nathan Episode 1 Samantha Myers will thank Chloe for sticking with Nathan. The cross will come and check if everything is ok or not. Eliot sends Chloe a message asking why she's not in chemistry class and people say she's great for standing up for Drew, Mikey is
sending Chloe an apology for Drew's behaviour. Victoria sends Chloe a message that Nathan doesn't need her help (if Chloe doesn't sabotage the Victorian homework) that Rachel's oak will praise Chloe for telling Drew, part 2, that Welsh headteacher Will speak about Chloe's involvement. Accusing her of bullying Nathan, Drew talks about the incident when Chloe returns to Blackwell to collect Drew's debt
to Frank. Samantha talks about what happened in the backdrop of Tempest. Episode 3, if Chloe succeeds in challenging the backtalk and tells Samantha in Episode 2 to help Nathan, she will be too hot a conversation between Nathan and Samantha at the hospital. If Chloe fails to challenge the backtalk and tells Samantha in Episode 2 to help Nathan, she will be too hot, Nathan's father and Samantha's
mother at the hospital arguing about Samantha having two broken ribs because of Nathan. If Chloe succeeds in challenging the backtalk in Episode 1 and tells Samantha in Episode 2 to help Nathan, Samantha and Nathan will sit together in front of a tree at Blackwell Academy in the cinema, each one reads a book. If Chloe fails to challenge the backtalk and tells Samantha in Episode 2 to help Nathan,
Nathan is seen sitting alone in front of a tree at Blackwell Academy in the end cinema, away from the fight, Episode 1, nathan's photos are thrown into the pond, Samantha Myers will be upset at Chloe and tell her she should. Ashamed, Eliot texts Chloe about why she's not in chemistry class. Asked if she saw a confrontation between Drew and Nathan, she replied: I don't know. Victoria texts Chloe that she
doesn't know anything about Nathan (if Chloe doesn't sabotage Victoria's homework). Part 2: Welsh headteacher talks about Chloe's involvement Accusing her of bullying Nathan. Victoria is pictured in the pocket of Nathan's portfolio swimming in the fountain. Episode 3 If Chloe tells Samantha in Episode 2 to help Nathan, she is too hot, Nathan's father and Samantha's mother at the hospital argue about
Samantha having two broken ribs because of Nathan. If Chloe tells Samantha in episode 2 to help Nathan, he is seen sitting alone in front of a tree at Blackwell Academy in the cinema at the end. Skip's little demo option: Like Episode 2, Skip will be friendly and support Chloe after she is fired/suspended, Chloe will listen to Skip's demo if she turns on the radio at the junk yard. Don't listen to Episode 2,
Crossing will remain neutral to Chloe. Episode 3, if Chloe doesn't talk to Skip in Episode 1, she'll be surprised when she discovers that Skip has a band. Tabletop Game's little option: Finished Episode 1 Steph will send Chloe a thank you message, thanks for playing with Mikey and talking about how he was recently depressed and playing with Chloe, helping lift his spirits after reminding her that Wells was
shooting at her. Episode 2, Steve will mention Chloe as the name she chose for her character. Chloe's going to call Mikey Elamon. Episode 3, if Chloe gives Damon money in Episode 2, she'll have the option of playing on the table again with Mikey and Steve at the hospital. Chloe texts Steph that they need to be together after Steve warns her that Wells is shooting at her. Victoria's Small Choice: Sabotage
Episode 1 Victoria sends Chloe a message about how the answer she gave spelled Fuck you and threatened her. Part 2, Wells will talk about the incident during a meeting at his office. Victoria's going to talk about it in the dressing room. Let alone episode 1, Victoria sends a message that Chloe says Rachel isn't her real friend. Tempest Minor Option: Believe in Love Part 2 Steph will write In her notebook,
Ms. Keaton asks Chloe if she still believes in true love. If Chloe says yes, Ms. Keaton will call her romantic, if Chloe says no, Ms. Keaton will call her Cynic. Tempest stage backdrop is sunny with a distinctive orange and yellow dish. Episode 3, during Chloe's dream of a stage backdrop of Tempest, will be a sunny backdrop. Love is a stupid story, Steph Part 2 is written. In her notebook, Ms. Keaton asks
Chloe if she still believes true love doesn't exist. If Chloe says yes, Ms. Keaton will call her Sinic. If Chloe says no, Ms. Keaton will call her romantic, and the Tempest stage backdrop will be a storm with a distinctive water green. In 2013, The New Black Way was 100 percent, and the first episode of the show, which was 200,000, was a storm. Rachel's secondary choice: Throw over Episode 1, if the good
weather option is selected on the train, Chloe will say correctly: it's good weather we have. If you select the Good Weather option, you can use the On the train, Chloe would accidentally say, It's a good Rachel, we have earbuds, secondary options: Part 1, it increases the level of intimacy, Chloe and Rachel will listen to music together. Episode 1 Chloe will listen to music alone, jump from the train option a
little: Jump part 1 Chloe will jump from the train, don't jump, Episode 1, Rachel will push Chloe from the train. Rachel's response is based on the level of intimacy, previous actions and conversational options. During the dream sequence, William would say, What's the quarrel of your lover? While discussing the discussion between Rachel and Chloe, she said: I'm not going to let that If the level of intimacy is
high enough, Rachel will touch Chloe's cheeks before leaving. If the level of intimacy is high enough at the oak tree, Rachel will say she feels the same way about their relationship and praises Chloe because she has the courage to tell her. If the level of intimacy is high enough for Rachel to flirt with Chloe at various points throughout the episode, Chloe will have the option of asking Rachel to kiss during a
scene in the neighborhood. The intensity of the kiss depends on the degree of intimacy. If the intimacy level is low enough, Rachel will give Chloe a short kiss. If the level of intimacy is high enough, Rachel will give Chloe a long and passionate kiss. Friendship Part 1 Chloe will say their relationship is a real friendship. If the level of intimacy is high enough, Rachel will be disappointed by the thought that
Chloe wants more. Rachel comments that she thinks Chloe doesn't need friends. Chloe will apologise for disappointing Rachel, and Rachel will say she can't be Chloe's friend at the moment. Episode 2, if the intimacy level is very low, Chloe will have no option to ask for a kiss to Rachel during a nearby scene. If the level of intimacy is high enough, Chloe will have the option of asking for a kiss to Rachel
during a nearby scene. The intensity of kisses and conversations before and after it depends on the degree of intimacy. If the level of intimacy is low enough, Rachel will be surprised and say she thinks Chloe isn't in it. After several conversations, Chloe confessed to her feelings, Rachel would soon kiss Chloe and said she would be familiar with that direction if Chloe wanted to. If the level of intimacy is very
high, Rachel will give Chloe a long and passionate kiss. Firewalk dress (only available if Chloe steals a shirt from a T-shirt seller) Episode 1 The next morning, when I look at the shirt. I'd think the great victory trophy last night. I wonder if Rachel Amber got the shirt. At home Joyce would comment on Chloe's firewalk shirt, with Chloe replying that she was still slamming Joyce not to let her go. Joyce will
reveal that she knew Chloe secretly went out to meet them, and the Blackwell Skip campus would comment on how he saw Chloe go to see the Firewalk by the shirt she was wearing. At home, Joyce will comment that Chloe is tired of teaching her to violate the curfew. Joyce's other home outfit will comment that tired Chloe will teach her to violate the curfew. Episode Two - Brave New World Main, Welsh
Office Selection/Backtalk Challenge: Penalty for Rachel, Episode 2, Chloe is fired and Rachel will make her role as Prospera in Tempest. When Rachel leaves the junk yard, she says she has to prepare for the play. Steve will comment on the wonderful Rachel in her role. Victoria Chase is seen in the dressing room before the play, drinking a cup of tea and trying to trick Rachel into drinking in order to let
her out of the drama. If Chloe fails to challenge the backtalk, the consequences will be as if she's going to go along with Rachel's story. Episode 3: Eliot talks about Chloe being fired because of Rachel when he confronts her at James Amber's office, along with rachel's story part 2, Chloe will be suspended from Blackwell and Rachel will be suspended from the drama. When Rachel left the rubbish yard,
she said she had to clean her dressing room for Victoria. Victoria Chase will play Prospera in Tempest. Regardless of the player's choice, Rachel and Chloe will find a way to get Victoria to ditch her role and Rachel will play Prospera no matter what. Episode 3, Eliot talks about Chloe being suspended because of Rachel when he confronts her at James Amber's office. Eliot asks Chloe if she wants to hang
out with him after the show, which she can say, perhaps, reject or change her mind and decide not to go to play. Eliot sends chloe a message while she's preparing to play Ariel, asking her where she is and telling her that the show is about to begin. Deciding not to play with Eliot (only if Chloe declined Eliot's invitation in Episode 1), Episode 2, Chloe says she still won't, and Eliot asks Chloe if she wants to
hang out with him somewhere else. Which she directly denies. Deciding to go play with Eliot (only if Chloe declines Eliot's invitation in Episode 1), Episode 2 Eliot will text Chloe while she is ready to play Ariel, asking her where she is and telling her where the show is about to begin. Episode 3, when Chloe meets Eliot at the hospital, she has the option of apologizing for leaving him to play Ariel in Tempest.
When Eliot confronts Chloe at James' office, Amber blames Rachel for causing Chloe to take part in the drama, she will harass him by saying she regrets leaving him. David's key option: Wash your bag at David's request, Part 2, if Chloe doesn't buy the drug from Frank, she will prove she's clean and Joyce will apologise. If Chloe had the money stolen, Joyce would be surprised to see Chloe have money,
but didn't comment. If Chloe buys a drug from Frank, David will find it, and Joyce will be disappointed, but i'm glad Chloe came clean about it. Episode 3, if Chloe didn't buy frank's medication, David would apologize to her and would admit he wasn't on the line. If Chloe buys marijuana from Frank, David will reluctantly tell her that he made a deal with Joyce and will take her word from now on, even if she's in
her possession. Denying episode 2, David will say to Chloe that the rejection is as good as admitting that she feels guilty, and that Joyce will be disappointed. If Chloe buys marijuana from Frank, she can smoke together backstage before going out to play her role. Episode 3, David reluctantly tells Chloe that he made a deal with Joyce and will accept her words from now on, even if she refuses to wash her
bag. Singing Man Minor Pick: Don't Put The Singer on the Dashboard Part 3, The Singer Disappears From Chloe's Truck In Episode 3, Put The Singer on the Dashboard, Episode 3, the singer is seen on the dashboard of Chloe's truck during Episode 3 of Chloe's Debt with Frank Minor's Choice: Don't Pay Out Part 2, If Chloe steals money from a T-shirt seller and doesn't buy weed from Frank, he'll tell her
that he knows about the stolen money and wants to pay it. If Chloe puts the money in Joyce's pocket, If Chloe chooses other conversations, Frank will be angry. If Chloe didn't buy the drug from Frank Part 1, he would talk about her debt to him, one of the reasons he asked her to sneak into Drew's room, pay it off (only if Chloe stole money from a T-shirt seller and didn't buy the drug from Frank or slipped
the money into her purse.) Chloe will give him the money she owes him, and he will consider her debt, frank's Backtalk challenge: don't ask Frank's information Part 2 Chloe can learn Sera's name from the file in Damon Merrick that James Amber has in his house. Rachel's the truth about her mother. Ask Frank for information on Part 2, if Chloe wins a backtalk challenge, she finds a woman who leaves
Frank's RV before Chloe comes in with the name Sera. Rachel's only status in choosing Steph Minor: Don't tell Steve Rachel is the only episode 2 Steph will be disappointed, but be happy with Chloe and Rachel and tell Chloe that she can talk to her whenever she wants. Tell Steve Rachel is episode 2 Rachel will bring this up if you ask for a kiss and the intimacy level is low enough. Drew's key option: Give
Damon money, part 2, Chloe walks out of the room with Mikey and Damon's hand for money, but Mikey's protest and damon's slap makes him hit the ground and break his arm. Drew is furious with Chloe for bothering their chances of giving their father the money he desperately needs. Frank's message to Chloe tells her that she did the right thing and she can meet him the next day at the junk yard to
collect some money for herself. In the final sequence, Steph is seen in the hospital comforting Drew Damon, walking into Frank's RV and giving him money, Then he takes out his notebook and cuts drew's name. Episode 3, when Chloe calls Frank to ask about Sera, he'll offer her money, but she refuses and asks for favors instead. When they meet in the junk yard, Damon comments on whether he likes
Chloe's tough girl attitude and asks her seriously if she wants to work for him full-time. Mikey was injured at the hospital. Chloe will have the choice to draw on the cast of Mikey. Chloe will have the option of playing a table session with Mikey and Steve. Drew will apologise to Chloe for her anger, and thanks to her for trying to help Damon with Mikey in episode 2, Damon Merrick will beat Drew down and
break his knee. Chloe will have the option to give Drew money or keep it and decide what to do with it later. Frank texted Chloe to meet in the junk yard the next day, demanding an explanation of where the money was. In the final sequence, Steph is seen in the hospital comforting Mikey Damon, seen with Frank in an RV, and he will put a blood fingerprint on Drew's debt in Frank's notebook. Episode 3,
when Chloe calls Frank to ask about Sera, he asks her where the money is. Chloe can make excuses and Frank is upset or she can tell him she has money. Frank and Damon ask Chloe about money when they meet in the junk yard, Damon threatens Chloe, talking about what he did to Drew, drew getting injured at the hospital. Chloe will have the option of writing about drew's cast. Chloe will have the
option of fighting Drew over the pudding through. Challenge Drew's Money #1 secondary option (only available if Chloe is in the room with Mikey): Don't refund Drew's Episode 2, Chloe collects money to decide what to do with it later. Episode 3, when Chloe calls Frank to ask about Sera, she can make sure she has money with her. When Frank and Damon meet in the junk yard, Chloe has the option of
giving Frank money. If Chloe doesn't give Frank any money, Drew's refund, part 2, and Chloe gave Drew money. Tell him Frank sent her to steal it. She apologized and Drew forgave her. Episode 3, when Chloe calls Frank to ask about Sera, she can lie to him that she can't find it, upset Frank. When Frank and Damon meet in the junk yard, Chloe can lie and say she can't find money or insult them. Advice
on Nathan to Samantha Minor options: Don't advise Samantha, Episode 2, Nathan will make his line and storm off stage when the audience mocks him. Episode 3 Chloe is too hot, Nathan's father and psychiatrist argue about Nathan at the hospital. In the cinema at the end, Samantha is seen sitting in front of a reading tree. When Nathan tries to approach her, Telling Samantha to avoid Nathan, Episode 2,
Nathan will make his lines messy and storm out of the stage when the audience mocks him. Episode 3 Chloe is too hot, Nathan's father and psychiatrist argue about Nathan at the hospital. In the cinema at the end, Samantha is seen sitting in front of a reading tree. When Nathan tries to approach her, Telling Samantha to space Nathan part 2, Nathan will make his lines messy and storm out of the stage
when the audience mocks him. Episode 3 Chloe is too hot, Nathan's father and psychiatrist argue about Nathan at the hospital. In the cinema at the end, Samantha is seen sitting in front of a reading tree. When Nathan tries to approach her, Telling Samantha to help Nathan, Episode 2, Nathan is confident and successful in delivering his line to impress the audience. Episode 3, if Chloe chooses to protect
Nathan and succeeds in challenging the backtalk in Episode 1, she will be too hot a conversation between Nathan and Samantha at the hospital. If Chloe chooses to stay away from the fight or choose to protect Nathan, she's going to have to take it. But failing to challenge the backtalk in Episode 1, she is too hot, Nathan's father and Samantha's mother at the hospital arguing about Samantha having two
broken ribs because of Nathan. If Chloe chooses to defend Nathan and succeeds in challenging the backtalk in Episode 1, Samantha and Nathan will sit together in front of the tree at Blackwell Academy in the end cinema, each reading a book. If Chloe chooses to stay away from the fight, or choose to protect Nathan, Failing to challenge the backtalk in Episode 1, Nathan is seen sitting alone in front of a
tree at Blackwell Academy in the end cinema. Victoria at the minor selectors dressing room: Discouraged Victoria from starring in the drama part 2 Chloe will return to Victoria. If she succeeds, Victoria will put on her own. If she fails, Rachel's going to poison Victoria's tea, which will make her faint, keeping her out of the drama. Supporting Victoria before the drama, Episode 2 Rachel will be poisoning
Victoria's tea, which will make her faint, letting her leave the drama. Episode 3 Victoria sends Chloe a message about Rachel as an evil. Confronting Victoria before the second episode, Chloe reveals victoria's plans in front of her and Rachel. Chloe and Rachel will push her to drink the tea she eats to prove her innocence. Victoria fainted because of drugs when Mr Keaton informed the actor about the
absence of Juliet Watson. Episode 3 Victoria sends Chloe a message about Rachel as an evil, Chloe calls her out for trying to drug Rachel, fooling Victoria before the drama episode 2. Chloe will change the cup, and when Victoria comes back, she will drink her already eaten tea without realising it. When Mr Keaton informed the actor about Juliet Watson's absence, Victoria would faint because of Chaya
after trying to accuse Rachel of taking drugs altogether. Episode 3 Victoria sends Chloe a message about Rachel as an evil, Chloe calls her out for trying to drug Rachel, Rachel's road trip is a little bit optional: tell Rachel you want to go on a road trip part 2, Chloe tells Rachel that she wants to go on an indefinite street trip. Tell Rachel you want to go to New York. Episode 2, Chloe tells Rachel that she
wants to go to New York, Rachel will agree, and her conversations are determined by the level of intimacy. Tell Rachel you want to go to Los Angeles part 2, Chloe tells Rachel that she'll let Rachel show her L.A. Rachel to agree, and her conversations are determined by the level of intimacy. Relationship with Rachel Major Choice: Ask for a kiss (only if Chloe chooses something more In Part 1, at the junk
yard, or if the level of intimacy is high enough). Episode 2: Rachel's going to keep kissing Chloe. The intensity of the kiss depends on the choice of dialogue and previous actions. In episode 3, rachel's rubbish in the junk yard will comment on Chloe's new hair color: Hot in the junk yard, Chloe will care for Rachel. Ask for a tattoo part 2, Chloe will permanently draw a star on Rachel's wrist. If you live with it,
Episode 3: Rachel compares the star on her wrist to someone who comes from her light. Asking for her bracelet part 2, Rachel will tell Chloe that she has it as long as she remembers it and it means her world. Chloe can tell Rachel that this is the exact reason why Rachel should give it to her or tell Rachel to keep it. In any case, Rachel will give Chloe a bracelet. Episode 3, Chloe can give Sera a bracelet,
revealing that she's been giving it to her since she was a baby. Chloe's attitude during the Backtalk Dinner Challenge: Calm Rachel, Part 2, Rachel will insult James, Chloe will have a choice to explain Rachel's behavior to her parents or try to distract them. Attack James Episode 2 Chloe will discuss with James in an aggressive manner through reverse challenges. Rachel will comment on Chloe's shirt,
saying that the tower is a tarot that represents a sudden change, and she often links her for the incredible genre. Steph comments on Chloe's shirt, saying it looks like the tea leaves used to tell people's fate. Rachel comments on Chloe's shirt, saying she knows she'll choose it because it's the darkest part of the bunch. Mrs Amber will comment on Chloe's shirt, asking her what she saw in the ink. Rorschach
Raven Hair (only available if Chloe removes the hat from the glove compartment after repairing the car) Episode 2, Mr Keaton comments on Chloe's shirt, saying that the bird is out of the girl's head as well as her thoughts. Rachel comments on Chloe's shirt, saying she knows she'll choose it because it's a free spirit. Episode three - Hell Is Empty Plants Dying Of Chloe's Little Choice: Kill The Plant With
Soda Part 3 Dead Plant, but at least Chloe tries to save it, killing the plant by ignoring Part 3 of David's Little Picture Option: Accept david's photo, Episode 3, Chloe is shooting, and David and she will be in quite good condition. David texts Chloe as she tries to fix the truck in the junk yard. In the final sequence, when David proposes, all three Joyces will hug. Denying David's image part 3, David threatens
Chloe. Joyce sends a message to Chloe to complain about her attitude towards David. In the final sequence, when David proposes to Joyce, Chloe will flip both money off Drew's Money #2 a little option: Drew's no money at the beginning of the 3rd day, if Chloe returns drew money when Chloe calls Frank to ask about Sera, he will ask her where the money is, Chloe will make excuses and Frank will be
upset. If Chloe gives Damon money, She refused and asked for favors instead. If Chloe gives Drew, Frank and Damon a refund, they'll ask Chloe about the money when they meet in the junk yard. If Chloe gives Damon money when they meet in the junk yard, Damon comments that he likes Chloe's tough girl attitude and asks her seriously if she wants to work for him full-time, and Chloe will donate $1,000
to the fire department, not giving Drew and Damon money (only available to Chloe in the room with Mikey and not refunded to Drew). Episode 3 Chloe gives Damon money at the junk yard, telling Frank that she intends to give it to him all the time and he doesn't have to. Chloe can't donate $1,000 to the Fire Department. Give Drew a refund with him (only if Chloe is in the room with Mikey and doesn't give
Drew a refund). At 3, Chloe can see Drew's bag next door while visiting Drew in the hospital. Drew's donation (only available if Chloe is in the room with Mikey and doesn't refund Drew) Drew's bill (only available if Chloe is in the room with Mikey and doesn't refund Drew). Envelopes with money are seen briefly. In Rachel's room in the cinema at the end, The Choice of Norths Minor /Backtalk: Don't Visit
North at The Hospital Part 3, Chloe will go directly to Rachel's room. Visiting North at the hospital part 3 Chloe will visit Mikey/Drew at mikey/drew hospital, sending a message thanking Chloe for the visit and wishing her good luck with Drew over the pudding (only if Chloe is in the room with Mikey in Episode 3). Play on the table with Mikey (only available when Chloe gives Damon money in Episode 2 and
plays on the table with Mikey and Steph in Episode 1 and goes to the concentration camp). Drew will send chloe a thank you message for the visit and wish her good luck. Little choice of firefighter fund: Not donating to the Firefighter's Fund Part 3, Chloe won't donate any $250 to the Firefighter Fund. Chloe will donate $1250 to the Firefighter Fund, Episode 3 Chloe will donate the money she stole from the
seller of Drew's T-shirt and money, The Snitch Minor Option: You revealed to Damon that Thunder is a snitch part 3. Snatched at the mill on Damon's phone, there's a message from Thunder. You convince Damon that Sheldon is a snitch, episode 3, Chloe will accuse Sheldon of being a snitch at the mill, on Damon's phone, with a message from Sheldon confirming that he's not a snatcher. You convince
Damon that Gerald is a snitch, Part 3, Chloe will accuse Geralt of being a snitch at the mill, on Damon's phone, with a message from Gerald confirming that he's not a snatcher. Eliot said he would talk to the police himself, and Chloe ran away as soon as he opened the office door. In the finale edit, Eliot takes his belongings as he is watched by Principal Wells, indicating his departure from Blackwell
Academy's failed backtalk part 3 Eliot finds out about calling 911 and becomes angry. Best Dad Trophies Setting off the alarm and causing Eliot to run away. She left the office shortly afterwards. In the finale, Eliot breaks down tears and leaves a picture of his and Chloe's concerts. His dorm room is also clean and his belongings are packed, indicating his journey from Blackwell Academy to the truth about
Sera Major's choice: tell Rachel the truth, Part 3, Chloe tells Rachel the truth about what James did to Sera, angering Rachel. In the cinema at the end, Rose and James can be seen in their home without talking to each other, and James smashes the glass on the floor, furious in the whole situation. I didn't tell Rachel the truth, part 3, Chloe didn't tell Rachel the truth about what James did to Sera to protect
her. In the endless cinema, Chloe and Amber's family can be seen in their home chatting friendly at the dinner table, Chloe looks gloomy, trying to keep up with the lies: Rachel's minor choices: Rachel doesn't meet her mother (this can be done by choosing not to tell Rachel the truth during the last choice, or not choosing 2+ or 5+ of the following options, depending on whether Chloe gives Sera Rachel a
bracelet or she should get it. These dialog box options are displayed in the Related Options tab.) In episode 3, in the movie finale, Chloe and Rachel can be seen sitting on a bench near a friendly talking lighthouse. Suddenly Rachel looked sad, and Chloe hugged her. Rachel meets her mother (this can only be done during the tell Rachel truth, end and choose the following 5 out of 6 conversation options
during a conversation with Chloe: She deserves to meet you all, lose me, I lost my father, Rachel wants you, I think my dad is perfect, or you don't want to see her? If Chloe gets Rachel's bracelet in the previous episode, this means only two of the six previous options must be selected.) 3 At the end of the movie, Chloe and Rachel can be seen sitting on a bench near the lighthouse talking friendlyly. Rachel
saw her and they hugged the Skull Dress, episode 3, Joyce would comment on the shirt, saying it was a year since she saw it. Rachel will comment on the shirt. Elliott commented on the shirt, saying he didn't know Chloe was a car. Dragon Part 3 Rachel will comment on the shirt saying she likes it. Eliot commented on the shirt, saying he didn't know Chloe was a dragon. Cone of Fire (only available if Chloe
took the shirt from rachel's home donation box) Episode 3 Rachel will comment on the shirt, saying it is an interesting option in clothes. If Chloe gives Damon money in episode 2, Mikey's going to comment on the shirt asking what's in the cone. Eliot would comment on the shirt saying he liked it and he never noticed Chloe wearing it before Chloe got weird out and wondered if he was keeping tabs on her
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